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1) Do not tell…………………..lit 

A) a  B) an  C) the  D) no article 

2) ………..rolling stone gathers no mass. 

A) a  B) an  C) the  D) no article 

3) we invited him as well as…………… 

A) she  B) they  C) her  D) herself 

4) there is no student in the class…………..is in uniform. 

A) who B) as  C) but  D) that 

5) the audience are requested to keep……………seats. 

A) its  B) their  C) it’s  D) his 

6) the piural of kilo is……….. 

A) kilos B) kiloes  C) kilograms  D) kiloess  

7) the crew of the boat………..safe now. 

A) is  B) are  C) was D) have been 

8) ………….you challenge the criminal? 

A) dare B) need C) ought D) may 

9) read regulary lest you………..fail. 

A) will  B) may C) would D) should 
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10) he promised to come and he…………… 

A) did come  B) did came  C) will come  D) none of above 

11) she does not mind………….. 

A) walk B) to walk  C) walks   D) walking 

12) I will come to your place if it……………a holiday. 

A) is  B) be  C) will be  D) was 

13) if i………..,I will drop he idea. 

A) oppose  B) am opposed  C) will be opposed  D) was 

opposed 

14) I found that she………….for a long time. 

A) was weeping  B) had been weeping  C) wept D) had wept 

15) we………….no news since he left. 

A) have B) have been C) have had  D) had had 

16) get your teeth………..regulary. 

A) check B) to check  C) checks   D) cheched 

17) we………unhappy since we shifted to the new house. 

A) are  B) were C) have been D) had been 

18) we will go out……….it rains. 

A) if  B) as if C) even if  D) although 

19) you must pay damags………….. face the consequences. 

A) else B) and C) either  D) unless 
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20) I do not care…………..he comes or not 

A) if  B) that C) whether  D) unless 

21) little water is in the jug……………? 

A) isn’t it?  B) is it  C) is it ?  D) is not it? 

22) experience is one of the best teachers. What is positive degree? 

A) no other teacher is as good as experience 

B) no other teachers are as good as experience 

C) very few teachers are good as experience 

D) very few teacher is as good as experience 

23) what is the negative of : she is too fat to walk 

A) she is not too fat to walk B) she is not so fat that she can walk 

C) she is so fat that she connot walk    D) she is not so fat that she connot walk 

24) English is not the most difficult of all language – what is comparative form? 

A) English is not more difficult than any other language 

B) English is not more difficult than most other language 

C) English is not more difficult than many other language 

D) English is not more difficult than some other language 

25) make negative : Sanskrit is the most difficult language 

A) Sanskrit is not one of the easiest language 

B) Sanskrit is not the easiest language 

C) Sanskrit is not an  easy language 

D) no other language is so difficult as Sanskrit  
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